
Every chip has a label containing the reference number and formulation. 
You can get more details and watch the video tutorial by scanning this 
QR code.

Tailor-made 
stains intermix 
contains

12
chips colored
with base stains

127
two-sided chips colored
with mix of stains

The formulation of every color is water-based, 
but it imitates the finish of oil-based products thanks to a combination  

of dyes and pigments. Every stain in this box is unique  
and inspired by an Italian district.

TAILOR-MADE 
STAINS INTERMIX
A water-based match by Renner Wood Coatings
Tailor-made stains intermix is the ultimate proposal of the most popular stain colors in the market.
The choice of 12 base stains gave birth to an endless number of possible results. 
Renner Wood Coatings selected 127 stain colors for interior surfaces to facilitate the in-house color matching.



Storage
50-80°F

Painting
@65-75°F 
with 40-60% humidity

Thin
Water or AY-M450 (extender)
@max 10%

Application
Brush* / Roller* / Pad 
applicator* / Spray
*Use synthetic fiber or foam

Coverage
Up to 650 ft2/Gal

Drying time
30 min to touch
1 h to re-coat

Sizes Available
Gallons
Pails 

Availability
Every color

BEST FOR

New interior wood surfaces including cabinets, trim, doors, and furniture.

APPLICATION GUIDELINES

65-75°F with 40-60% humidity represents optimal application conditions. Variations in application 
and atmospheric conditions can influence drying times and coverage. If the wood is in warm or drier 
conditions and you desire more open time, please use universal extender AY-M450. Prior to application, 
ensure surfaces are free from contaminants and dust. Variations in timbers, preparation procedures, 
and application methods can significantly impact color outcomes. Always conduct a color test before 
proceeding with staining your project.

SURFACE PREPARATION

Apply only to new wood or completely stripped old wood. Sand all wood substrates using 150 grit not 
exceeding 220 grit. Wood must be clean and free of all contaminants or penetration will be compro-
mised. 

APPLICATION ADVICE

Apply the product by wipe, brush, or spray. Wipe off excess for desired effect. Chiaro clear converter can 
also be utilized as a pre-stain conditioner allowing one to achieve a more uniform look.

SYSTEM RECOMMENDATIONS

Complete the finishing process with Renner clear products (water-based, acryl, PU or UV coatings) fol-
lowing manufactures suggested application.

FORCE DRYING

Allow the product to flash off for 10 minutes at room temperature. Heat the surface to °105F by means 
of IR lamps or oven. Allow it to cool before overcoat. Wait at least 30 minutes between coats.

GENERAL REMARKS

• Mix very well before use.
• Store the product at temperatures between °50F and °80F, not under direct sun light.
• Shelf life is 12 months.
• Coating leftovers (washing waters, waters from spray booths, used coatings) must be disposed of 

according to local regulations. Never dispose residues directly into drains.
• Application tools must be cleaned with water after use. If dry films must be removed, use AY-M460, let 

it work overnight, then rinse with water.

COLORS AVAILABLE

12 base stains and Chiaro clear converter

BIANCO TERRA EMMA FUOCO ROSSO LAVA

VINO BAITA PIETRA CENERE BUIO NERO

Please note that the information and recommendations provided in this document are based on data available at the time 
of publication and do not serve as a safety data sheet. For complete safety and product data, refer to customer service.
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